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Adaptive and nonadaptive changes in
phenological synchrony
Andreas Lindéna,1

Organisms in seasonal environments are known to
adjust their phenology in response to climate change
(1, 2), that is, they change their schedules of seasonal
occurrence and annual life-history events. In particular, the advancement of spring emergence and activities is one of the strongest and best-documented
ecological responses to climate change (1, 3, 4). As
the rate of advancement varies between species, for
example at different trophic levels, the occurrence of
interacting species may become asynchronous, altering or disrupting the ecological interactions—a
phenomenon referred to as the match–mismatch hypothesis (4, 5). While many studies have documented
changes in phenological synchrony, with various effects on the focal species’ populations (4, 6, 7), we
still lack a general picture of how widespread changes
we see in phenological synchrony and how they affect
ecological communities. In PNAS, Kharouba et al. (8)
address this topic in a meta-analysis on 54 pairs of
interacting species. The phenologies of the studied
species advanced with an average rate of ca. 4 d per
decade. Importantly, phenological synchrony of the
species pairs was changing at a rapid and accelerating pace, with an average of 6.1 d per decade, either
toward more or toward less synchrony. This change
was approximately 10 times faster compared with
what happened before 1981, which was used as a
baseline in this study.
Climate change is recognized as a major threat to
global biodiversity (9). Changes in phenological synchrony have raised serious concerns about adverse
population-level consequences. Insectivorous birds
and their prey (caterpillars) have for a long time been
a model system for studying match–mismatch. In birds
there is correlative evidence for species with increasing phenological mismatch showing more negative
population trends (7, 10, 11). Despite these results, a
wide range of patterns have been reported, for example evidence for increasing synchrony (12). Several recent studies that have reported trends of decreasing
synchrony found no relevant adverse effects on vital
rates or population dynamics (13–15), suggesting all

populations may not be as vulnerable as feared. Interestingly, in their meta-analysis Kharouba et al. (8)
detected no consistent average direction in whether
the phenology of two interacting species shifted further apart or closer together. Acknowledging this
does not necessarily imply a purely random pattern,
they suggested that a future research challenge is improving our predictive ability of the direction of
change in phenological synchrony. While the direction is certainly relevant for the ecological interactions, it is only one of several parameters in a
complex story and it may not alone provide sufficient
answers to questions such as the following. (i) Do the
changes in synchrony depend on interacting species,
or are they mainly driven by abiotic cues? (ii) Are the
changes adaptive or nonadaptive? (iii) What do
changes in synchrony imply for species’ vital rates
and population trends? (iv) How should we revise conservation priorities in the light of species’ vulnerability
to phenological mismatch?
As discussed by Kharouba et al. (8), a number of
confounding variables are likely affecting the degree
of synchrony change, suggesting, for example, that
the degree of specialism in the interactions may be
important. Also, the type of interaction must be crucial
for determining what kind of shifts we might expect. In
resource–consumer (predator–prey) systems, clearly,
the consumer (predator) should benefit from better synchrony, while the resource (prey) should benefit from
less synchrony, and hence a temporal release from
predation pressure. Strong mutualistic interactions
would be expected to track their previously already
synchronous phenology. Likewise, strong competition or other antagonistic interactions should favor
asynchrony.
Temperature, in combination with a range of other
abiotic variables, is of crucial importance for determining optimal phenology. The phenology of an interacting species is in the best case only one of several
predictors, or possible cues, determining phenology.
However, even if we disregard the cues and assume
that organisms have perfect knowledge about what is
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Fig. 1. Changes in phenological synchrony, defined as the temporal delay in early or peak phases of occurrence, may have very different effects on
consumer–resource systems depending on a number of other features of the full phenological distributions. In the illustrated examples, the original
phenology of resource availability (green dashed line; peak at day 140) has advanced with 10 d (green solid line; peak at day 130), while the consumer
demand has stayed unchanged (red solid line; peak at day 141). Assuming no benefits of resource surplus, the intersecting area of the resource and
consumer curves (gray shaded area) divided with total consumer demand (area under red curve) is a parsimonious parameter for measuring
phenological match (the percentage reported). In the classical scenario (A), where the resource availability and consumer demand are symmetric and
narrow, phenological asynchrony strongly affects resource supply. In a wide and right-skewed distribution of resource availability, asynchrony has a
much smaller effect (B), and changes in resource population abundance may be much more important (C). Food supply may show multiple peaks, for
example corresponding to the phenology of several prey species (D), leading to a situation similar to that described in B.

best for them, the question of phenological synchrony is still
complex. In the literature both positive and negative relationships
have been demonstrated between phenological change and
population growth or vital rates (16). In a theoretical study, Jonzén
et al. (17) studied the optimal advancement of phenology of migratory birds in response to climate change, accounting for variation in food distribution, competition for territories, and the risk of
mortality. According to their results, the optimal advancement is
always less than the food peak shift (i.e., we should expect the
birds to lag behind their food peaks). Moreover, they suggested
that the large variety of responses found in nature is indeed
expected, even if the birds would have perfect knowledge of what
to do. Johansson et al. (18) expanded on this topic, investigating
ecological and evolutionary aspects of the problem in the light of
life-history theory, evolutionary game theory, and population dynamic models. They confirmed that the optimal changes in synchrony can be surprisingly complex and diverse; for example, they
may or may not be toward more synchronous phenology. Further,
they argued that the evolutionary optimal strategy, favored by
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natural selection, is not necessarily optimal in terms of maximal
population growth, for example due to density-dependent effects
(13, 14, 18). Obviously, the population consequences are a completely different question from whether changes in synchrony are
adaptive. Empirical case studies on great tits (Parus major) (14) and
willow warblers (Phylloscopus trochilus) (15) in Western Europe
echo these theoretical results, showing that phenology affects individual fitness but not population growth.
A prerequisite for quantitatively studying phenological effects
on ecological interactions is a rigorous definition of phenological
mismatch and a straightforward practical way to measure it. While
most of the match–mismatch literature measures the time differences between the peaks of interacting species as the focal parameter, or uses an early phase of occurrence as the reference point
instead of the peak (8), these do not fully capture all aspects of
interaction. The shapes and locations of the whole phenological
distributions are largely relevant for determining the potential
strength of interaction (Fig. 1). For example, in resource–consumer
systems, it is important to assess the availability of a resource
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throughout the period in relation to the consumer’s demand. Naturally, the general abundance or population size of the resource
strongly affects availability and should not be disregarded when
studying effects of phenological synchrony (4). In a study on willow
tits (Poecile montanus) in Finland (12), nestling survival was affected
by synchrony with the food peak, but also by the height of the peak
and the interaction between these two. Also, the finding that mismatch has the largest effects in the most seasonal habitats (19)
reflects the importance of the width of the resource distribution.
Considering that excess food may not matter too much for the
consumer, an intuitive and parsimonious focal quantity from the
consumer point of view could be the intersecting area of the curves
describing resource availability and consumer demand, divided
with the total consumer demand (Fig. 1). Given regularly sampled
data on both aspects throughout the season, such a quantity can be
calculated from fitted phenological functions (20), reducing the
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dimensionality of the problem and facilitating inclusion in, for example, ecological or evolutionary models (16, 18).
The apparent commonness and accelerating speed of change in
phenological synchrony among interacting species (8) suggests important implications for the strength of ecological interactions. Instead of focusing future efforts solely on phenological synchrony,
such as the time elapsed between the peaks of two interacting
species, we may try to measure the strength of interaction by integrating information throughout the season, simultaneously accounting for the full pattern of phenology and abundance. This
should help us answer fundamental questions relating to phenological synchrony. We still do not know whether the changes occurring are adaptive or merely random. Independently of that
question, we need to address how changes in phenology and phenological synchrony affect the viability of natural populations, and
whether conservation priorities should be adjusted accordingly.
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